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Introduction                                                                                                 

We present you a brief descriptions of some High Collaboration Frameworks (HCFs). The first section is a 
brief description of the two key roles for successful execution of HCFs. These frameworks are based on 
organizational behavior, some on cognitive psychology and some even on behavioral economics. For 
each Framework we indicate its author(s), who also keep copyright over their work.

• Each HCF description includes a table indicating:

• The amount of preparation prior to execution

• None: You can execute the at the spark of the moment

• Low: You’ll need 10 or less minutes of preparation

• Medium: It may take you between 20 minutes and one day of preparation (most around a couple 
of hours) and may require the assistance of more than one person, so it is recommended that the 
HCFs event be scheduled

• High: This is the big one and may require several days and people to prepare

• The scope of participants. This may be multidisciplinary or not

• Whether it is recommended to process and study the data collected after the HCF execution. Some 
frameworks’ results can be interpreted and applied right away whereas other are more powerful if the 
results go through detailed processing and study

Btw, most of these frameworks are available electronic format at (www.weave.conteneo.co).

We offer this document as a courtesy and expecting you to find as much value in HCFs as we have 
bringing them to companies from Fortune 500 to startups around the world.

Masa K. Mada, PhD

Founder and CEO, Valueinnova LLC USA
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1. HCFs roles: The Facilitator and The Observer

A High Collaboration Framework isn’t tightly controlled by a facilitator. In fact, a well-facilitated game isn’t 
controlled at all. There is a bit of chaotic fun as participants become fully involved in the HCF. You will 
know that a dynamic is going very well when the participants don’t want to stop playing or as it comes to a 
natural end. That’s precisely what you want. When customers are completely committed to the task, they 
won’t get bored and will be fully engaged. This deep level of commitment helps overcome communication 
hurdles, resulting in honest feedback and useful results.

• The Facilitator:
• Explains the framework describing how to play it, its value and answering questions

• Helps participants understand that there are no right or wrong answers

• Control the rhythm and tempo of the framework

• Assesses the way people interact and participate to suggest changes of behavior, seeking 
intelligent swarming to take place

• Soft-manages the execution time

• The most important responsibility is to manage the framework’s execution in such a way that the 
results are more likely to achieve the objectives that motivated the collaborative play in the first 
place. To that effect, the facilitator has complete authority, meaning that the facilitator must be soft 
and bold when interacting with the participants to facilitate the play. The facilitator must be intrepid, 
willing to ask difficult questions of the participants when necessary.

• The Observer:
• The observer captures information on behaviors not being included on the framework itself and 

then uses the post-processing phase to resolve the meaning of these observations together with 
the facilitator

• Observes the participants’ behavior during the play and takes note on that

• Stays close enough to listen their conversation yet far enough to go unnoticed

• Refrains from interaction with the participants

• Writes down what’s consider important not only from the information standpoint but, most 
importantly, the behavioral standpoint

• Striving to capture the "perfect" observation means that you’ll miss almost everything that is 
happening because your brain is no longer observing

• Draw meaningful conclusions.
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2. Actions for Retrospectives: Luke Hohmann                                             

This framework is used to make a retrospective considering different perspectives and thus allowing to 
plan the actions to be carried out. Uncertainties, risks, achievements and desires are analyzed.

Execution: 
1. Start by drawing the matrix on a flip-chart
2. Explain each quadrant:

• Puzzles: Questions for which there is no answer. Indicate what’s still uncertain
• Risks: Future traps that may jeopardize the project
• Appreciations: What did you like during the previous iteration?
• Wishes: no improvements, but the ideas of your ideal project. All about inviting innovative team 

ideas to focus on continuous improvement
3. Give everyone a few minutes to generate info on stickies for each external quadrant of the matrix
4. Then, as team dynamics, the objective is to review and debate the stickies, driving the conversation 

towards what action should be taken to manage the risk, to cover an uncertainty or to address the 
point of continuous improvement

5. Leave in writing in the Action Items, the detail of the action to be carried out, its objective, who will be 
responsible and, if possible, how success will be measured
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3. The 4th Dimension: Luciano López & Luis Díaz Stoffel                          

This framework is useful to prioritize and visualize risks as a complementary element of inception or 
refinement. It is based on a framework by Paulo Caroli.

Execution:

1. Each user story will be analyzed baed on four dimensions:

• Technical uncertainty

• Incertidumbre de negocio

• Esfuerzo

• Valor

2. Step one is to place the user histories on the 
uncertainty quadrant— together with the technical 
team—, defining levels of low, medium or high 
uncertainty regarding technology and business, 
which results in an intersection that defines the 
color of the story

• Green: Stories with no uncertainty/risk ready to 
go into planning

• Yellow: Stories with low degree of uncertainty. 
Can go into planning but with some risk

• Orange: Stories with high degree of uncertainty. 
Must be refined and clarified because they aren’t 
ready for planning

• Red: Stories with very high risk and uncertainty. 
Must be refined together with their objectives to 
determine if they should still be on the backlog. 
Not acceptable for planning

3. Step two: taking the state of the stories from step 
one, analyze an place them in a business value vs effort matrix:

• Effort:
- S (small = 1): up to two days
- M (medium = 2): up to five days
- L (large = 3): up to nine days
- ?: cannot be determined and needs refinement (place it next to the matrix).

• Value:
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- $$$ (3): High business value
- $$ (2): Medium business value
- $ (1): Low business value
- $?: Can’t determine value. Needs refinement.

4. Step three: prioritize the backlog:
• Work first on user stories with high value and 

low risk (green)
• Determine risk and impact of yellow-labeled 

stories to decide if they will be incorporated o 
the planning

• Refine stories with:
- Red, yellow or orange labels
- L-size
- ? label
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4. Project Canvas: Masa K. Maeda, Luis Díaz, Angel Agueda                       

The project canvas is a tool that allows the status of a project to be displayed on one page. It is based on 
the Business Model Canvas developed by Alexander Osterwalder. 

1. It is recommended to start with the Vision or with the Beneficiaries. The vision is the final goal of the 
project, that is, the value proposal. The beneficiaries are the recipients of the value generated by the 
project and can be people, an organization, a market, etc.

2. Next is the Scope and Mission, that is, the interaction between the vision and the beneficiaries. The 
scope indicates what will be covered to generate the defined value. The mission is the roadmap to 
successfully complete the project

3. The interested parties are indicated next. Those people, organizations or affiliates without which the 
project can not be carried out 

4. Next are the Quality Criteria and the Key Resources. The necessary quality (not the minimum 
necessary) for the project to be successful and what key resources should be ready before the 
project starts

5. Risks and Constraints are specified together. Take into account that risks can be negative or positive 
(using stickies of different color, shape or subdividing that area).

6. Last are the Costs and Revenue. It is a lot easier to calculate these after filling the rest of the canvas
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5. Buy a Feature: Luke Hohmann                                                                   

HCF to prioritize the characteristics of a project to be developed and delivered to the user. It can also be 
used for project portfolios or other forms of prioritization under limited resources. Depending on the 
scope, it will require more preparation and post-processing

1. Generate the list of characteristics with their description and cost. The format is simple, consisting of 
a table that indicates the name of the characteristic, its description, its benefit and its cost. You can 
have additional information if necessary 

2. Generate a table with the list of participants and characteristics

3. Distribute toy-money similar to that of the game of monopoly.

4. Each participant is given a copy of the list and an amount of money such that the total amount of all 
the participants is not enough to buy all the characteristics, which motivates them to collaborate to 
buy together what they consider to be worth

5. The game facilitator has extra money and the spreadsheet to fill in with the participants contributions 
and the items purchased. The facilitator coordinates de activity and plays the role of the "bank" as in 
the game of monopoly

Execution: participants discuss and collaborate to buy the items. The facilitator collects the money and 
takes note in the table of who contributes with how much money for each characteristic. Participants can 
change their minds and claim money invested. The facilitator must ensure that participation is healthy and 
balanced

When the game finishes you have a list of features acquired in whole or in part. These results should not 
be considered the final decision but rather as additional information to be taken into account for the final 
decision. The data is typically post-processed to them present a recomendation.
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6. Lighthouse: Masa K. Maeda                                                                        

Framework to determine the state of an organization, a project, a team or a product/service. The 
participants are those who belong to the context of interest. For the status of a product or service, 
participants would be clients or employees, depending on whether an external or external assessment is 
desired. The HCF is the silhouette of a lighthouse that has positional semantics(higher up indicates 
greater importance or better state and lower down indicates minor importance or worse state). There are 
several versions. One of them has the following steps:

1. Establish context

2. Populate the lighthouse: Each participant contributes with the information that they individually 
generate, writing one piece of information per stickie (it is recommended to use color stickies and 
allow participants to use stickies of any 
color)

3. Identify duplicates: The participants 
collaborate to identify and gather 
duplicates, superimposing repeated 
stickies if their level is close and 
connecting them using unique identifiers 
if their level is distant (this allows to 
identify relevance)

4. Categorize: Participants collaborate to 
categorize by emergence (identifying 
categories from the information in the 
lighthouse). The category is written on a 
stickie of a certain color and placed on 
top of the headlight image as a header 
and the stickies that belong to that 
category are displaced horizontally (the 
vertical position is preserved) so that 
they are all under the header. The 
process is repeated for all identified 
categories where each category has a 
different colored header. An alternative is 
to use stickies of different shapes instead 
of different colors

5. Establish color semantics or shape semantics. Rewrite the information o stickies of the color or shape 
to which they belong based on their category
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7. Start Your Day: Luke Hohmann                                                                  

Start your day is useful to know when a product or service is used and to explore how it is used. It 
requires previous preparation since the calendars must be drawn in advance

1. Prepare the calendars prior to the activity: Month (30 days), Year (12 months), Year (seasons or fiscal 
quarters), Week (7 days), Day (24 hours)

2. Establish the context

3. Participants populate the calendars by indicating what they do and when they do it. Depending on the 
context, the information is individual by participant or group. There is no specific order to fill them

4. Identify patterns and explore. The facilitator asks the participants questions based on the information 
collected and where in the calendars there are data or not in order to understand how they use it and 
whey they use it when they do

5. The data are then studied to identify patterns of behavior and make decisions that may have to do with 
improvements in services or identify new services
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8. Dating Game: Masa K. Maeda                                                                      

Framework for better resource allocation projects and to determine the need for new resources. It takes 
into account people’s preferences, which increases motivation and quality. 

• Allows managers consider the skill level of people in making tactical and operational decisions

• helps determine the need for new resources and training

• Helps improve the estimate of the duration of the project

• Helps increase knowledge and contribute to professional growth. 

Requires pre-session preparation: Identify the context, its characteristics and the skills necessary to fulfill 
them

1. Generate one table per project feature and the skills needed to get it done

2. Display all of them on a wall

3. Candidates meet with leaders. Each candidate has stickies of one color such that all candidates ave 
different colors so that they all can be identified (alternatively write their initials in a corner of the 
stickies)

4. For each project need, its characteristics are explained and participants indicate in which aspects of 
the feature they can contribute, at what level of skill, and their degree of preference

5. Once all the features have been considered, all the information is collected and the leaders proceed to 
assign the resources taking into account the framework’s results and to determine if more resources 
are necessar. A follow-up session with the participants to refine the decisions is recommended
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9. K2: Masa K. Maeda                                                                                      

Framework for the generation, categorization and rapid prioritization of requirements. It is based on a 
prioritization technique designed by Scott Killen.

1. Participants write specifications on stickies in user history format

2. Facilitators read and distribute user stories randomly in the room

3. Participants categorize user stories in an emergent way. Then do a fly-over

4. Participants eliminate duplicates. Then do a fly-over

5. The participants prioritize based on gradients (if necessary they are taught the ice cream prioritization 
technique). The priority of ice cream is to consider the way in which we indicate with one hand, moving 
it up or down that much more or that less different flavors of ice cream we like. By doing this, we 
observe that these flavors aren’t prioritized in a discrete manner, but in a gradient (as can be seen in 
the image). This way of prioritizing is more effective compared to the traditional way because the 
traditional way is actually an enumeration and not a prioritization.

6. The client's decision regarding the minimum viable product and the release plan
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10. Empathy map: Patrick Dodson                                                                   

It allows you to obtain information that generates empathy and that can be used to improve a product, 
service, project, work team, or organization. The diagram captures what is thought about the context, 
what is observed, what is heard, what is said, what is done, the negative effects and the benefits. This 
has great relevance that generates empathy, allowing decisions and actions to be even better

1. Set the context

2. The semantics is explained to the participants

3. Populate the map. They are given the freedom to fill discuss move, add etc.

4. Masa’s version adds positional semantics to make it more relevant and easy to analyze where the 
most relevant is something is positioned closer to the face in the center

5.The context can be human or 
not (a project, a product, a 
headquarters, etc.)
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11. Moi Map: Masa K. Maeda                                                                             

The moi map ("moi" is French for “I” or “me") is useful in two levels. Personal contribution to the 
organization, the team and projects, and impediments. Team’s or organization’s contributions and 
impediments. With this information, the generation of personal and team improvement strategies 
becomes easier to identify

Step one is for each person to fill in a Moi Map.  

Step two is for the group to share the aspects of progress, achievements and impediments to identify 
those that are collective to then include action strategies concerning impediments to be able to advance
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12. My Worst Nightmare: Luke Hohmann                                                        

Framework to obtain information as a metaphor about what is of greater negative risk or concern for the 
client (or the context of the participants)

1. Participants are asked to draw, individually or as a team, their biggest concern wrt the project or other 
determined context

2. Participants explain the resulting drawing

3. Optionally, after the explanation, a summary is written on the back of the drawing

Level Preparation Involvement Post-processing

Strategic, Tactical, Operational Low, Medium Multidisciplinary Low,Medium
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13. Our Harvest: Luis Díaz Stoffel                                                                     

Our Harvest is used for project release retrospectives, project transition stages or phase change where it 
is necessary to integrate more people than those directly related to the team. Helps define the "extended 
team" along with their achievements and opportunities for improvement. The original technique was 
designed by someone whose name Luis doesn’t know and Luis added the last step shown here

It considers five aspects: 

• The team structure

• Achievements

• Stuck elements (require improvement)

• Base aspects that support the team and its outcomes

• Opportunities for improvement

As a first step, draw a tree with roots and identify the ground level. The execution consists of:

1. Indicate the general objective of the retrospective (team, project, area, phase, etc.)

2. Each team member draws a self-portrait with name and places it on the tree (which symbolically 
represents the team). Each member explains their role and position in the tree.

3. The teams should think about achievements, successes and elements that make the team proud and 
position them in the area of the tree crown as fruits. After filling these fruits are grouped, prioritized 
and discussed as a team.

4. The next step is to think about the fallen fruits, that is, those elements that did not result, that were 
tried but failed or elements that were not put into practice. They are the central aspects to improve, 
which are located at the level of the ground (earth) in the drawing. After that, they are grouped, 
prioritized and discussed as a group.

5. In the next stage, the key aspects that made the fruit on the tree top possible are identified, which are 
located on the root, symbolizing the nutrients and support that the roots provide to the achievements 
and fruits obtained. They group, prioritize and discuss in groups.

6. Finally a sprinkler is added, symbolizing a super-nutrient that not only will allow to produce better fruit, 
but will avoid to have fallen fruit (ideally letting on the ground only those not worth). In this stage, key 
elements of improvement are discussed.

As result you get: team analysis, composition and integration aspects of teams, achievements and 
valuable elements that must be maintained over time. Main concerns or elements that require 
improvement. It also highlights principles, values or aspects of the environment that must be maintained 
over time and main improvement actions.
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14. Two Toppings: Masa K. Maeda                                                                   

Framework to obtain the participants’ opinion on the two key factors for something (company, product, 
service, client, project, etc.) to become the best it can be.

1. The facilitator explains the metaphor: what is initially a cheese pizza, although very good we want to 
do it much better by adding ingredients and where each participant will add two toppings.

2. As of this step, the instructions are given to the participants as if the facilitator addressed each of 
them individually. It tells you that decision makers have determined that he or she is the most 
appropriate person to indicate which are the two most important factors so that (company, product, 
service, client, project, or other that has been determined) is the best in the world.

3. Participants are asked to write on the glue-side of the stickie (instead of on the face that does not 
have glue as is normally done). They must write an aspect on each stickie so that each participant 
needs only two stickies. Doing this results in the fact that when you paste the stickies (their two 
toppings) what they wrote can’t be seen. It becomes more fun when they write the name of an 
ingredient on the visible side of the stickie

This format of anonymity motivates people to be more direct and the information obtained can be highly 
revealing
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15. Prune The Tree: Luke Hohmann                                                                

Prune the tree is used to eliminate irrelevant aspects of a project, product or service. Sometimes we have 
too much of something and it is worth identifying that it can be eliminated. This dynamic does just that. 
Requires preparation prior to execution.

1. Establish the context.

2. Draw a tree and give it positional semantics semantics. For example, it can be determined that the 
central part of the tr is for the most important part around the cup is for secondary and what can or can 
not be done, the trunk is for the infrastructure and the roots for what is fundamental or base

3. Modality 1: The tree is then populated with stickies that contain the relevant information prior to the 
exercise and the participants have to eliminate from the tree all the stickies that contain information 
that they consider not relevant or necessary (they are pruning the tree). They can also reposition 
stickies as they deem necessary

Modality 2: The participants populate the tree
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16. Remember the future: Luke Hohmann                                                       

HCF to generate roadmaps based on the sequence of actions to form more accurate and specific than 
the traditional way of doing it.

4. Set the context and range of dates (typically 1, 3 or 5 years)

5. Talk to the participants to mentally set them in the future, the number of years determined in the 
previous step

6. From that mental state of being located in the future, obviously already successful, they populate the 
tool with events, actions, decisions, and other relevant aspects that "already happened" such led to 
the "present" successful. It is highly recommended to specify dates at the level of months, ½ month or 
fiscal quarters depending on the level of detail needed

A variation is to place all the stickies above the horizontal line and place stickies under the line with the 
necessary actions to comply with what has been obtained from the dynamics.
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17. Lean-agile road-mapping: Masa K. Maeda                                                

HCF to obtain a roadmap of greater detail and action that allows better decision making both strategic 
and tactical. It is more powerful when resources are shared in a portfolio of projects or departments.

A table is generated where the horizontal axis has no scale and whose unit of measure is Time. On the 
vertical axis 5 lines are drawn (Why, What, When, How and Restrictions). Participants have to fill in the 
information in detail where each stickie corresponds to one aspect. Important notes:

• Every “What a must have associated with it.

• The “When” lane doesn’t necessarily refer to dates. It can contain events or situations

• The “How” lane is where you indicate what must be met at the tactical level (no operational detail)

• The “Restrictions” lane is where you indicate emergencies, blockages and other relevant situations 
that may compromise the execution

A emergent behavior is that as the planning takes place and the roadmap is generated, the What, When, 
How and Restrictions stickies begin to change position in such a way that their sequence can be broken. 
It is necessary in those cases to draw connectors between the related tags. That can be, for example, 
writing numbers inside circles in some corner of the related tags. This happens more as the complexity of 
the project increases or when we have shared resources in a portfolio of projects.
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18. Tug of War: Masa K. Maeda                                                                         

Tug of War is useful to know which aspects of a process or a flow of value are being affected in a positive 
or negative way. The tool is a pull-the-rope diagram which represents the value chain. The central part is 
the stage of the process to which the participants in the dynamics belong. The left part represents the 
previous steps in the value chain and the right part represents the subsequent steps in the value chain.

1. Establish the context

2. Populate the Tug of War

• Participants write a concept by stickie and put them where they belong in the diagram. 
Horizontal position indicates stage of the value chain and vertical position status as shown in 
the figure. It can be enriched when smiley or sad faces are added to indicate benefit or harm 
respectively

• They argue at the same time that they re-position and eliminate duplicates

3. Results are even better when we give it vertical position semantics. In the positive affectation between 
greater positive affectation the stickie is placed above. In the negative affectation between greater the 
negative affectation the stickie is placed below
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19. Story Mind Mapping: Luciano López, Luis Díaz                                         

This framework is a combination of:
Remember the future
Mind mapping 
4th dimension

Steps:
1. Generate high level product roadmap
2. A high-level epic is taken and user stories are generated (e.g. using K2) generating a mindmap with 

arrows indicating relationships, dependencies and business flow between user stories.
3. Once the dependencies and business flow have been analyzed, each user story is analyzed using the 

4th dimension
1. Technical and business uncertainty (which defines the background color of the story between red, 

orange, yellow and green)
2. Effort (Simple, medium, complex)
3. Business Value (1, 2 or 3)

4. The final result allows to obtain refinement of epics considering the previous dimensions and 
visualizing business flow, allowing to determine development strategy and releases.

Level Preparation Involvement Post-processing

Tactical, Operational Low, Medium Multidisciplinar Low, Medium
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20. Sailboat: Luke Hohmann                                                                             

The sailboat is useful to determine which aspects favor or affect a project, product, service, or 
organization. It includes critical aspects and aspects of success. The diagram has varied position 
semantics. The tool is a diagram of a sailboat that can also have rocks and a beach (and some other 
elements as identified necessary)

1. Establish context

2. Populate the sailboat by writing a piece of information by tag. The colors may have no meaning or be 
used to differentiate, for example, equipment, current vs. future status, geographical areas, etc.

• The stickies underwater represent what is negatively affecting the established context (imagine 
that each tag is an anchor that generates ballast and therefore makes it difficult for the sailboat to 
move). The greater the depth, the greater the negative impact

• The stickies in the air represent what is positive (imagine that the stickies are wind blowing). The 
higher the greater the benefit

• The horizontal position indicates priority. More to the left indicates lower priority and more to the 
right indicates higher priority

• You can make it more powerful by adding elements such as
• Rocks to represent the greatest risk, which would lead to ruin (if the sailboat is hit with them 

then it will sink)
• The island represents the desirable end state or goal

3. Participants collaborate throughout the activity, discussing to re-position, add and remove stickies
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Level Preparation Involvement Post-processing

Strategic, Tactical, Operational Low, Medium Multidisciplinary Low, Medium, High
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